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File Type PDF Amar Reed Akhil Biography A Constitution Americas
Yeah, reviewing a books Amar Reed Akhil Biography A Constitution Americas could ensue your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
capability does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as skillfully as promise even more than extra will pay for each success. adjacent to, the statement as capably as acuteness of this Amar Reed Akhil Biography A Constitution Americas can
be taken as without diﬃculty as picked to act.

KEY=BIOGRAPHY - LUCAS AGUIRRE
AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION
A BIOGRAPHY
Random House Incorporated Oﬀers an analysis of the history and tenets of the U.S. Constitution, detailing the original intent of the creators of the document, answering questions about the text, and
critically assessing the evolution of the Bill of Rights and all other amendments

AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION
A BIOGRAPHY
Random House In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most accomplished constitutional law scholars, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the ﬁrst comprehensive account of one of the world’s great political
texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this “biography” of America’s framing document explains not only what the Constitution says but also why the Constitution says it. We all know
this much: the Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect. Amar shows us how the story of this one relatively compact document reﬂects the story of America more generally. (For example, much of the
Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We the People,” was lifted from existing American legal texts, including early state constitutions.) In short, the Constitution was as much a product of its
environment as it was a product of its individual creators’ inspired genius. Despite the Constitution’s ﬂaws, its role in guiding our republic has been nothing short of amazing. Skillfully placing the document
in the context of late-eighteenth-century American politics, America’s Constitution explains, for instance, whether there is anything in the Constitution that is unamendable; the reason America adopted an
electoral college; why a president must be at least thirty-ﬁve years old; and why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were born under the American ﬂag can become president. From his unique
perspective, Amar also gives us unconventional wisdom about the Constitution and its signiﬁcance throughout the nation’s history. For one thing, we see that the Constitution has been far more
democratic than is conventionally understood. Even though the document was drafted by white landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens (by the standards of 1787) were allowed to vote up or
down on it, and the document’s later amendments eventually extended the vote to virtually all Americans. We also learn that the Founders’ Constitution was far more slavocratic than many would
acknowledge: the “three ﬁfths” clause gave the South extra political clout for every slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding Virginians held the presidency all but four of the Republic’s ﬁrst
thirty-six years, and proslavery forces eventually came to dominate much of the federal government prior to Lincoln’s election. Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible, and often surprising,
America’s Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard reference for any student of history and all citizens of the United States.

AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION
A BIOGRAPHY
Random House Trade Paperbacks In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most accomplished constitutional law scholars, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the ﬁrst comprehensive account of one of the
world’s great political texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this “biography” of America’s framing document explains not only what the Constitution says but also why the
Constitution says it. We all know this much: the Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect. Amar shows us how the story of this one relatively compact document reﬂects the story of America more
generally. (For example, much of the Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We the People,” was lifted from existing American legal texts, including early state constitutions.) In short, the
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Constitution was as much a product of its environment as it was a product of its individual creators’ inspired genius. Despite the Constitution’s ﬂaws, its role in guiding our republic has been nothing short
of amazing. Skillfully placing the document in the context of late-eighteenth-century American politics, America’s Constitution explains, for instance, whether there is anything in the Constitution that is
unamendable; the reason America adopted an electoral college; why a president must be at least thirty-ﬁve years old; and why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were born under the American ﬂag
can become president. From his unique perspective, Amar also gives us unconventional wisdom about the Constitution and its signiﬁcance throughout the nation’s history. For one thing, we see that the
Constitution has been far more democratic than is conventionally understood. Even though the document was drafted by white landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens (by the standards of
1787) were allowed to vote up or down on it, and the document’s later amendments eventually extended the vote to virtually all Americans. We also learn that the Founders’ Constitution was far more
slavocratic than many would acknowledge: the “three ﬁfths” clause gave the South extra political clout for every slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding Virginians held the presidency all but
four of the Republic’s ﬁrst thirty-six years, and proslavery forces eventually came to dominate much of the federal government prior to Lincoln’s election. Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible,
and often surprising, America’s Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard reference for any student of history and all citizens of the United States.

AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION
A BIOGRAPHY
Random House Trade Paperbacks In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most accomplished constitutional law scholars, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the ﬁrst comprehensive account of one of the
world’s great political texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this “biography” of America’s framing document explains not only what the Constitution says but also why the
Constitution says it. We all know this much: the Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect. Amar shows us how the story of this one relatively compact document reﬂects the story of America more
generally. (For example, much of the Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We the People,” was lifted from existing American legal texts, including early state constitutions.) In short, the
Constitution was as much a product of its environment as it was a product of its individual creators’ inspired genius. Despite the Constitution’s ﬂaws, its role in guiding our republic has been nothing short
of amazing. Skillfully placing the document in the context of late-eighteenth-century American politics, America’s Constitution explains, for instance, whether there is anything in the Constitution that is
unamendable; the reason America adopted an electoral college; why a president must be at least thirty-ﬁve years old; and why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were born under the American ﬂag
can become president. From his unique perspective, Amar also gives us unconventional wisdom about the Constitution and its signiﬁcance throughout the nation’s history. For one thing, we see that the
Constitution has been far more democratic than is conventionally understood. Even though the document was drafted by white landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens (by the standards of
1787) were allowed to vote up or down on it, and the document’s later amendments eventually extended the vote to virtually all Americans. We also learn that the Founders’ Constitution was far more
slavocratic than many would acknowledge: the “three ﬁfths” clause gave the South extra political clout for every slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding Virginians held the presidency all but
four of the Republic’s ﬁrst thirty-six years, and proslavery forces eventually came to dominate much of the federal government prior to Lincoln’s election. Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible,
and often surprising, America’s Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard reference for any student of history and all citizens of the United States.

THE WORDS THAT MADE US
AMERICA'S CONSTITUTIONAL CONVERSATION, 1760-1840
A history of the American Constitution's formative decades from a preeminent legal scholar When the US Constitution won popular approval in 1788, it was the culmination of thirty years of passionate
argument over the nature of government. But ratiﬁcation hardly ended the conversation. For the next half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen alike continued to wrestle with weighty questions in
the halls of government and in the pages of newspapers. Should the nation's borders be expanded? Should America allow slavery to spread westward? What rights should Indian nations hold? What was
the proper role of the judicial branch? In The Words that Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites history and law in a vivid narrative of the biggest constitutional questions early Americans confronted, and he
expertly assesses the answers they oﬀered. His account of the document's origins and consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to properly understand America's Constitution today.

THE WORDS THAT MADE US
AMERICA'S CONSTITUTIONAL CONVERSATION, 1760-1840
Hachette UK A history of the American Constitution's formative decades from a preeminent legal scholar When the US Constitution won popular approval in 1788, it was the culmination of thirty years of
passionate argument over the nature of government. But ratiﬁcation hardly ended the conversation. For the next half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen alike continued to wrestle with weighty
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questions in the halls of government and in the pages of newspapers. Should the nation's borders be expanded? Should America allow slavery to spread westward? What rights should Indian nations hold?
What was the proper role of the judicial branch? In The Words that Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites history and law in a vivid narrative of the biggest constitutional questions early Americans confronted,
and he expertly assesses the answers they oﬀered. His account of the document's origins and consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to properly understand America's Constitution today.

AMERICA'S UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION
THE PRECEDENTS AND PRINCIPLES WE LIVE BY
Hachette UK Despite its venerated place atop American law and politics, our written Constitution does not enumerate all of the rules and rights, principles and procedures that actually govern modern
America. The document makes no explicit mention of cherished concepts like the separation of powers and the rule of law. On some issues, the plain meaning of the text misleads. For example, the text
seems to say that the vice president presides over his own impeachment trial -- but surely this cannot be right. As esteemed legal scholar Akhil Reed Amar explains in America's Unwritten Constitution, the
solution to many constitutional puzzles lies not solely within the written document, but beyond it -- in the vast trove of values, precedents, and practices that complement and complete the terse text. In
this sequel to America's Constitution: A Biography, Amar takes readers on a tour of our nation's unwritten Constitution, showing how America's foundational document cannot be understood in textual
isolation. Proper constitutional interpretation depends on a variety of factors, such as the precedents set by early presidents and Congresses; common practices of modern American citizens; venerable
judicial decisions; and particularly privileged sources of inspiration and guidance, including the Federalist papers, William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England, the Northwest Ordinance of
1787, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, and Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech. These diverse supplements are indispensible instruments for making sense of the written Constitution. When
used correctly, these extra-textual aids support and enrich the written document without supplanting it. An authoritative work by one of America's preeminent legal scholars, America's Unwritten
Constitution presents a bold new vision of the American constitutional system, showing how the complementary relationship between the Constitution's written and unwritten components is one of
America's greatest and most enduring strengths.

A REVOLUTION IN FAVOR OF GOVERNMENT
ORIGINS OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AND THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN STATE
Oxford University Press What were the intentions of the Founders? Was the American constitution designed to protect individual rights? To limit the powers of government? To curb the excesses of
democracy? Or to create a robust democratic nation-state? These questions echo through today's most heated legal and political debates. In this powerful new interpretation of America's origins, Max
Edling argues that the Federalists were primarily concerned with building a government that could act vigorously in defense of American interests. The Constitution transferred the powers of war making
and resource extraction from the states to the national government thereby creating a nation-state invested with all the important powers of Europe's eighteenth-century "ﬁscal-military states." A strong
centralized government, however, challenged the American people's deeply ingrained distrust of unduly concentrated authority. To secure the Constitution's adoption the Federalists had to accommodate
the formation of a powerful national government to the strong current of anti-statism in the American political tradition. They did so by designing a government that would be powerful in times of crisis, but
which would make only limited demands on the citizenry and have a sharply restricted presence in society. The Constitution promised the American people the beneﬁt of government without its costs.
Taking advantage of a newly published letterpress edition of the constitutional debates, A Revolution in Favor of Government recovers a neglected strand of the Federalist argument, making a persuasive
case for rethinking the formation of the federal American state.

THE BILL OF RIGHTS
CREATION AND RECONSTRUCTION
Yale University Press Are the deep insights of Hugo Black, William Brennan, and Felix Frankfurter that have deﬁned our cherished Bill of Rights fatally ﬂawed? With meticulous historical scholarship and
elegant legal interpretation a leading scholar of Constitutional law boldly answers yes as he explodes conventional wisdom about the ﬁrst ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution in this incisive new
account of our most basic charter of liberty. Akhil Reed Amar brilliantly illuminates in rich detail not simply the text, structure, and history of individual clauses of the 1789 Bill, but their intended
relationships to each other and to other constitutional provisions. Amar's corrective does not end there, however, for as his powerful narrative proves, a later generation of antislavery activists profoundly
changed the meaning of the Bill in the Reconstruction era. With the Fourteenth Amendment, Americans underwent a new birth of freedom that transformed the old Bill of Rights. We have as a result a
complex historical document originally designed to protect the people against self-interested government and revised by the Fourteenth Amendment to guard minority against majority. In our continuing
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battles over freedom of religion and expression, arms bearing, privacy, states' rights, and popular sovereignty, Amar concludes, we must hearken to both the Founding Fathers who created the Bill and
their sons and daughters who reconstructed it. Amar's landmark work invites citizens to a deeper understanding of their Bill of Rights and will set the basic terms of debate about it for modern lawyers,
jurists, and historians for years to come.

THE CONSTITUTION TODAY
TIMELESS LESSONS FOR THE ISSUES OF OUR ERA
Basic Books "I don't think there is anyone in the academy these days capable of more patient and attentive reading of the constitutional text than Akhil Amar."--Jeremy Waldron, New York Review of
Books When the stories that lead our daily news involve momentous constitutional questions, present-minded journalists and busy citizens cannot always see the stakes clearly. In The Constitution Today,
Akhil Reed Amar, America's preeminent constitutional scholar, considers the biggest and most bitterly contested debates of the last two decades--from gun control to gay marriage, aﬃrmative action to
criminal procedure, presidential dynasties to congressional dysfunction, Bill Clinton's impeachment to Obamacare. He shows how the Constitution's text, history, and structure are a crucial repository of
collective wisdom, providing speciﬁc rules and grand themes relevant to every organ of the American body politic. Leading readers through the constitutional questions at stake in each episode while
outlining his abiding views regarding the direction constitutional law must go, Amar oﬀers an essential guide for anyone seeking to understand America's Constitution and its relevance today.

THE LAW OF THE LAND
A GRAND TOUR OF OUR CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC
Basic Books (AZ) From Kennebunkport to Kauai, from the Rio Grande to the Northern Rockies, ours is a vast republic. While we may be united under one Constitution, separate and distinct states remain,
each with its own constitution and culture. Geographic idiosyncrasies add more than just local character. Regional understandings of law and justice have shaped and reshaped our nation throughout
history. America’s Constitution, our founding and unifying document, looks slightly diﬀerent in California than it does in Kansas. In The Law of the Land, renowned legal scholar Akhil Reed Amar illustrates
how geography, federalism, and regionalism have inﬂuenced some of the biggest questions in American constitutional law. Writing about Illinois, “the land of Lincoln,” Amar shows how our sixteenth
president’s ideas about secession were inﬂuenced by his Midwestern upbringing and outlook. All of today’s Supreme Court justices, Amar notes, learned their law in the Northeast, and New Yorkers of
various sorts dominate the judiciary as never before. The curious Bush v. Gore decision, Amar insists, must be assessed with careful attention to Florida law and the Florida Constitution. The second
amendment appears in a particularly interesting light, he argues, when viewed from the perspective of Rocky Mountain cowboys and cowgirls. Propelled by Amar’s distinctively smart, lucid, and engaging
prose, these essays allow general readers to see the historical roots of, and contemporary solutions to, many important constitutional questions. The Law of the Land illuminates our nation’s history and
politics, and shows how America’s various local parts ﬁt together to form a grand federal framework.

AMERICA'S UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION
THE PRECEDENTS AND PRINCIPLES WE LIVE BY
Basic Books (AZ) A renowned constitutional scholar explores the little-understood relationship between the written Constitution and the many external factors that shape our interpretations of this
foundational document.

ORAL PRESENTATION ABOUT AMERICA'S CONSTITUTION
A BIOGRAPHY
REVOLUTION BY JUDICIARY
THE STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Harvard University Press Constitutional law's central narrative in the 20th century has been one of radical reinterpretation--Brown v. Board of Education, Roe v. Wade, Bush v. Gore. What justiﬁes this
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phenomenon? How does it work doctrinally? What structures it or limits it? Rubenfeld ﬁnds a pattern in constitutional interpretation that answers these questions.

THE BILL OF RIGHTS PRIMER
A CITIZEN'S GUIDEBOOK TO THE AMERICAN BILL OF RIGHTS
Skyhorse A valuable reference to understanding your freedoms. Many Americans reference the Bill of Rights, a document that represents many of the freedoms that deﬁne the United States. Who doesn’t
know about the First Amendment’s freedom of religion or Second Amendment’s right to bear arms? In this pocket-sized volume, Akhil Reed Amar and Les Adams oﬀer a wealth of knowledge about the Bill
of Rights that goes beyond a basic understanding. The Bill of Rights Primer is an authoritative guide to all American freedoms. Uncluttered and well-organized, this text is perfect for those who want to
study up on the Bill of Rights without needing a law degree to do so. This elementary guidebook presents a short historical survey of the people, events, decrees, legislation, writings, and cultural
milestones, in England and the American colonies, that inﬂuenced the Founding Fathers as they drafted the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. With helpful comments and fun facts in the margins, the
book will provide a deeper understanding of the Bill of Rights, exhibiting that it is not a stagnant document but one with an evolving meaning shaped by historical events, such as the American Civil War
and Reconstruction. The authors have provided a glossary to aid in understanding, as well as three reference sections for those willing to continue on in their pursuit for knowledge.

THE CONSTITUTION TODAY
TIMELESS LESSONS FOR THE ISSUES OF OUR ERA
Hachette UK A leading legal scholar addresses the most important constitutional controversies of the past two decades and illuminates the Constitution's spirit and ongoing relevance America's
Constitution, Chief Justice John Marshall famously observed in McCulloch v. Maryland, aspires "to endure for ages to come." The daily news has a shorter shelf life, and when the issues of the day involve
momentous constitutional questions, present-minded journalists and busy citizens cannot always see the stakes clearly. In The Constitution Today, Akhil Reed Amar, America's preeminent constitutional
scholar, considers the biggest and most bitterly contested debates of the last two decades and provides a passionate handbook for thinking constitutionally about today's headlines. Amar shows how the
Constitution's text, history, and structure are a crucial repository of collective wisdom, providing speciﬁc rules and grand themes relevant to every organ of the American body politic. Prioritizing sound
constitutional reasoning over partisan preferences, he makes the case for diversity-based aﬃrmative action and a right to have a gun in one's home for self-protection, and against spending caps on
independent political advertising and bans on same-sex marriage. He explains what's wrong with presidential dynasties, advocates a "nuclear option" to restore majority rule in the Senate, and suggests
ways to reform the Supreme Court. And he revisits three dramatic constitutional conﬂicts -- the impeachment of Bill Clinton, the contested election of George W. Bush, and the ﬁght over Barack Obama's
Aﬀordable Care Act -- to show what politicians, judges, and journalists got right as events unfolded and what they missed. Leading readers through the particular constitutional questions at stake in each
episode while outlining his abiding views regarding the Constitution's letter, its spirit, and the direction constitutional law must go, Amar oﬀers an essential guide for anyone seeking to understand
America's Constitution and its relevance today.

FOR THE PEOPLE
WHAT THE CONSTITUTION REALLY SAYS ABOUT YOUR RIGHTS
Simon and Schuster Oﬀers a populist interpretation of this famous yet often misunderstood document, explaining how each clause in the Constitution aﬀects citizens and their basic rights.

THE CONSTITUTION AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
FIRST PRINCIPLES
Yale University Press Under the banner of the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Amendments, the Supreme Court of America has constitutionalized vast areas of criminal procedure law in ways that often reward
the guilty whilst hurting the innocent. This book reconceptualizes the basic foundations of the criminal procedure ﬁeld.

FEARS OF A SETTING SUN
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THE DISILLUSIONMENT OF AMERICA'S FOUNDERS
Princeton University Press "Whatever sense of hope the Founder Fathers may have felt at the new government's birth, almost none of them carried that optimism to their graves. Franklin survived to
see the Constitution in action for only a single year, but most of the founders who lived into the nineteenth century came to feel deep anxiety, disappointment, and even despair about the government and
the nation that they had helped to create. Indeed, by the end of their lives many of the founders judged the Constitution that we now venerate to be an utter failure that was unlikely to last beyond their
own generation. This book tells the story of their disillusionment. The book focuses principally on four of the preeminent ﬁgures of the period (1787): George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, John Adams,
and Thomas Jeﬀerson. These four lost their faith in the American experiment at diﬀerent times and for diﬀerent reasons, and each has his own unique story. As Rasmussen shows in a series of three
chapters on each ﬁgure, Washington became disillusioned above all because of the rise of parties and partisanship, Hamilton because he felt that the federal government was not suﬃciently vigorous or
energetic, Adams because he believed that the American people lacked the requisite civic virtue for republican government, and Jeﬀerson because of sectional divisions brought on (as he saw it) by
Northern attempts to restrict slavery and consolidate power in the federal government. Washington, Hamilton, Adams, and Jeﬀerson were the most prominent of the founders who grew disappointed in
what America became, but they were certainly not the only ones. In a ﬁnal chapter Rasmussen shows that most of the other leading founders-including ﬁgures such as Samuel Adams, John Jay, James
Monroe, and Thomas Paine-fell in the same camp. The most notable founder who did not come to despair for his country was the one who outlived them all, James Madison. Madison did harbor some real
worries but a ﬁnal chapter also explores why Madison largely kept the republican faith when so many of his compatriots did not"--

HOW RIGHTS WENT WRONG
WHY OUR OBSESSION WITH RIGHTS IS TEARING AMERICA APART
Houghton Miﬄin An eminent constitutional scholar reveals how the explosion of rights is dividing America, and shows how we can build a better system of justice. You have the right to remain silent and
the right to free speech. The right to worship, and to doubt. The right to be free from discrimination, and to hate. The right to marry and to divorce; to have children and to terminate a pregnancy. The right
to life, and the right to own a gun. Rights are a sacred part of American identity. Yet they were an afterthought for the Framers, and early American courts rarely enforced them. Only as a result of the
racial strife that exploded during the Civil War--and a series of resulting missteps by the Supreme Court--did rights gain such outsized power. The result is a system of legal absolutism that distorts our law
and debases our politics. Over and again, courts have treated rights conﬂicts as zero-sum games in which awarding rights to one side means denying rights to others. As eminent legal scholar Jamal
Greene shows in How Rights Went Wrong, we need to recouple rights with justice--before they tear society apart.

PROCESSES CONSTITUTIONAL DECISIONMAKING: CASE MATERIAL 2014 SUPP
Aspen Publishers Processes Constitutional Decisionmaking: Cases and Materials 2014 Supplement

THE COURT AND THE WORLD
AMERICAN LAW AND THE NEW GLOBAL REALITIES
Vintage In this original, far-reaching, and timely book, Justice Stephen Breyer examines the work of the Supreme Court of the United States in an increasingly interconnected world, a world in which all
sorts of activity, both public and private—from the conduct of national security policy to the conduct of international trade—obliges the Court to understand and consider circumstances beyond America’s
borders. It is a world of instant communications, lightning-fast commerce, and shared problems (like public health threats and environmental degradation), and it is one in which the lives of Americans are
routinely linked ever more pervasively to those of people in foreign lands. Indeed, at a moment when anyone may engage in direct transactions internationally for services previously bought and sold only
locally (lodging, for instance, through online sites), it has become clear that, even in ordinary matters, judicial awareness can no longer stop at the water’s edge. To trace how foreign considerations have
come to inform the thinking of the Court, Justice Breyer begins with that area of the law in which they have always ﬁgured prominently: national security in its constitutional dimension—how should the
Court balance this imperative with others, chieﬂy the protection of basic liberties, in its review of presidential and congressional actions? He goes on to show that as the world has grown steadily “smaller,”
the Court’s horizons have inevitably expanded: it has been obliged to consider a great many more matters that now cross borders. What is the geographical reach of an American statute concerning, say,
securities fraud, antitrust violations, or copyright protections? And in deciding such matters, can the Court interpret American laws so that they might work more eﬃciently with similar laws in other
nations? While Americans must necessarily determine their own laws through democratic process, increasingly, the smooth operation of American law—and, by extension, the advancement of American
interests and values—depends on its working in harmony with that of other jurisdictions. Justice Breyer describes how the aim of cultivating such harmony, as well as the expansion of the rule of law
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overall, with its attendant beneﬁts, has drawn American jurists into the relatively new role of “constitutional diplomats,” a little remarked but increasingly important job for them in this fast-changing world.
Written with unique authority and perspective, The Court and the World reveals an emergent reality few Americans observe directly but one that aﬀects the life of every one of us. Here is an invaluable
understanding for lawyers and non-lawyers alike.

THE LAW OF THE LAND
A GRAND TOUR OF OUR CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC
Hachette UK From Kennebunkport to Kauai, from the Rio Grande to the Northern Rockies, ours is a vast republic. While we may be united under one Constitution, separate and distinct states remain,
each with its own constitution and culture. Geographic idiosyncrasies add more than just local character. Regional understandings of law and justice have shaped and reshaped our nation throughout
history. America's Constitution, our founding and unifying document, looks slightly diﬀerent in California than it does in Kansas. In The Law of the Land, renowned legal scholar Akhil Reed Amar illustrates
how geography, federalism, and regionalism have inﬂuenced some of the biggest questions in American constitutional law. Writing about Illinois, "the land of Lincoln," Amar shows how our sixteenth
president's ideas about secession were inﬂuenced by his Midwestern upbringing and outlook. All of today's Supreme Court justices, Amar notes, learned their law in the Northeast, and New Yorkers of
various sorts dominate the judiciary as never before. The curious Bush v. Gore decision, Amar insists, must be assessed with careful attention to Florida law and the Florida Constitution. The second
amendment appears in a particularly interesting light, he argues, when viewed from the perspective of Rocky Mountain cowboys and cowgirls. Propelled by Amar's distinctively smart, lucid, and engaging
prose, these essays allow general readers to see the historical roots of, and contemporary solutions to, many important constitutional questions. The Law of the Land illuminates our nation's history and
politics, and shows how America's various local parts ﬁt together to form a grand federal framework.

THE FRAMERS' COUP
THE MAKING OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
Oxford University Press Americans revere their Constitution. However, most of us are unaware how tumultuous and improbable the drafting and ratiﬁcation processes were. As Benjamin Franklin keenly
observed, any assembly of men bring with them "all their prejudices, their passions, their errors of opinion, their local interests and their selﬁsh views." One need not deny that the Framers had good
intentions in order to believe that they also had interests. Based on prodigious research and told largely through the voices of the participants, Michael Klarman's The Framers' Coup narrates how the
Framers' clashing interests shaped the Constitution--and American history itself. The Philadelphia convention could easily have been a failure, and the risk of collapse was always present. Had the
convention dissolved, any number of adverse outcomes could have resulted, including civil war or a reversion to monarchy. Not only does Klarman capture the knife's-edge atmosphere of the convention,
he populates his narrative with riveting and colorful stories: the rebellion of debtor farmers in Massachusetts; George Washington's uncertainty about whether to attend; Gunning Bedford's threat to turn to
a European prince if the small states were denied equal representation in the Senate; slave staters' threats to take their marbles and go home if denied representation for their slaves; Hamilton's quasimonarchist speech to the convention; and Patrick Henry's herculean eﬀorts to defeat the Constitution in Virginia through demagoguery and conspiracy theories. The Framers' Coup is more than a
compendium of great stories, however, and the powerful arguments that feature throughout will reshape our understanding of the nation's founding. Simply put, the Constitutional Convention almost didn't
happen, and once it happened, it almost failed. And, even after the convention succeeded, the Constitution it produced almost failed to be ratiﬁed. Just as importantly, the Constitution was hardly the
product of philosophical reﬂections by brilliant, disinterested statesmen, but rather ordinary interest group politics. Multiple conﬂicting interests had a say, from creditors and debtors to city dwellers and
backwoodsmen. The upper class overwhelmingly supported the Constitution; many working class colonists were more dubious. Slave states and nonslave states had diﬀerent perspectives on how well the
Constitution served their interests. Ultimately, both the Constitution's content and its ratiﬁcation process raise troubling questions about democratic legitimacy. The Federalists were eager to avoid fullﬂedged democratic deliberation over the Constitution, and the document that was ratiﬁed was stacked in favor of their preferences. And in terms of substance, the Constitution was a signiﬁcant departure
from the more democratic state constitutions of the 1770s. Deﬁnitive and authoritative, The Framers' Coup explains why the Framers preferred such a constitution and how they managed to persuade the
country to adopt it. We have lived with the consequences, both positive and negative, ever since.

PLAIN, HONEST MEN
THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION
Random House In May 1787, in an atmosphere of crisis, delegates met in Philadelphia to design a radically new form of government. Distinguished historian Richard Beeman captures as never before the
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dynamic of the debate and the characters of the men who labored that historic summer. Virtually all of the issues in dispute—the extent of presidential power, the nature of federalism, and, most explosive
of all, the role of slavery—have continued to provoke conﬂict throughout our nation's history. This unprecedented book takes readers behind the scenes to show how the world's most enduring constitution
was forged through conﬂict, compromise, and fragile consensus. As Gouverneur Morris, delegate of Pennsylvania, noted: "While some have boasted it as a work from Heaven, others have given it a less
righteous origin. I have many reasons to believe that it is the work of plain, honest men."

GIVE ME LIBERTY
A HISTORY OF AMERICA'S EXCEPTIONAL IDEA
Hachette UK An award-winning historian recounts the history of American liberty through the stories of thirteen essential documents Nationalism is inevitable: It supplies feelings of belonging, identity,
and recognition. It binds us to our neighbors and tells us who we are. But increasingly -- from the United States to India, from Russia to Burma -- nationalism is being invoked for unworthy ends: to disdain
minorities or to support despots. As a result, nationalism has become to many a dirty word. In Give Me Liberty, award-winning historian and biographer Richard Brookhiser oﬀers up a truer and more
inspiring story of American nationalism as it has evolved over four hundred years. He examines America's history through thirteen documents that made the United States a new country in a new world: a
free country. We are what we are because of them; we stay true to what we are by staying true to them. Americans have always sought liberty, asked for it, fought for it; every victory has been the
fulﬁllment of old hopes and promises. This is our nationalism, and we should be proud of it.

ORIGINS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS
Yale Contemporary Law A history of the origins of the Bill of Rights. Leonard W. Levy oﬀers a panoramic view of the liberties secured by the ﬁrst ten amendments of the Constitution and illuminates the
behind-the-scenes manoeuvrings, public rhetoric and political motivations of James Madison and others.

THE SOUL OF BATTLE
FROM ANCIENT TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY, HOW THREE GREAT LIBERATORS VANQUISHED TYRANNY
Simon and Schuster Arguing that American Generals Sherman and Patton, as well as ancient Athenian General Epaminondas, were the three greatest military leaders in history, the author makes his
case by demonstrating the qualities, on and oﬀ the battleﬁeld, that made them great.

AMERICA, INC
THE 400-YEAR HISTORY OF AMERICAN CAPITALISM
Amberley Publishing Limited From the 'Mayﬂower' to the iPhone, this is the story behind America's economic power. Selected in The Economist's Best Books of 2017.

WHITE BY LAW
THE LEGAL CONSTRUCTION OF RACE
NYU Press Insightful look at how legal deﬁnitions of race and racism perpetuate racial inequality Lily white. White knights. The white dove of peace. White lie, white list, white magic. Our language and
our culture are suﬀused, often subconsciously, with positive images of whiteness. Whiteness is so inextricably linked with the status quo that few whites, when asked, even identify themselves as such.
And yet when asked what they would have to be paid to live as a black person, whites give ﬁgures running into the millions of dollars per year, suggesting just how valuable whiteness is in American
society.Exploring the social, and speciﬁcally legal origins, of white racial identity, Ian F. Haney Lopez here examines cases in America's past that have been instrumental in forming contemporary
conceptions of race, law, and whiteness. In 1790, Congress limited naturalization to white persons. This racial prerequisite for citizenship remained in force for over a century and a half, enduring until
1952. In a series of important cases, including two heard by the United States Supreme Court, judges around the country decided and deﬁned who was white enough to become American. White by Law
traces the reasoning employed by the courts in their eﬀorts to justify the whiteness of some and the non- whiteness of others. Did light skin make a Japanese person white? Were Syrians white because
they hailed geographically from the birthplace of Christ? Haney Lopez reveals the criteria that were used, often arbitrarily, to determine whiteness, and thus citizenship: skin color, facial features, national
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origin, language, culture, ancestry, scientiﬁc opinion, and, most importantly, popular opinion. Having deﬁned the social and legal origins of whiteness, White by Law turns its attention to white identity
today and concludes by calling upon whites to acknowledge and renounce their privileged racial identity.

PROCESSES OF CONSTITUTIONAL DECISIONMAKING
CASES AND MATERIALS, SEVENTH EDITION, 2020 SUPPLEMENT
Aspen Publishing The 2020 Supplement will include new materials on a wide range of diﬀerent topics raised in 2020, one of the most eventful years in recent memory. New to the 2020 Edition: The
Trump impeachment The government’s power to regulate during the coronavirus pandemic The Black Lives Matter protests and constitutional change The Supreme Court’s most recent abortion decision
(June Medical) The Court’s latest cases on presidential power Bostock (Title VII) and its implications for gay and transgender constitutional rights

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF LAW AND POLITICS
OUP Oxford The study of law and politics is one of the foundation stones of the discipline of political science, and it has been one of the most productive areas of cross-fertilization between the various
subﬁelds of political science and between political science and other cognate disciplines. This Handbook provides a comprehensive survey of the ﬁeld of law and politics in all its diversity, ranging from
such traditional subjects as theories of jurisprudence, constitutionalism, judicial politics and law-and-society to such re-emerging subjects as comparative judicial politics, international law, and
democratization. The Oxford Handbook of Law and Politics gathers together leading scholars in the ﬁeld to assess key literatures shaping the discipline today and to help set the direction of research in the
decade ahead.

AN ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. Beard, Charles. An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1925. vii, 330 pp. Reprinted 2001 by The Lawbook
Exchange, Ltd. LCCN 00-036834. ISBN 1-58477-111-9. Cloth. $80. * In this classic and controversial interpretation of the economic conditions of the United States between 1783-1787, Beard proposes the
thesis that the Framers were motivated by economic concerns. In his landmark work The Growth of American Law Hurst describes An Economic Interpretation... as "one of 'the basic works' on the Federal
Convention of 1787." Hurst, The Growth of American Law: 458. Beard [1874-1948] was a founder of The New School for Social Research.

ORIGINALISM AND THE GOOD CONSTITUTION
Harvard University Press Originalism holds that the U.S. Constitution should be interpreted according to its meaning at the time it was enacted. In their innovative defense of originalism, John McGinnis
and Michael Rappaport maintain that the text of the Constitution should be adhered to by the Supreme Court because it was enacted by supermajorities--both its original enactment under Article VII and
subsequent Amendments under Article V. A text approved by supermajorities has special value in a democracy because it has unusually wide support and thus tends to maximize the welfare of the
greatest number. The authors recognize and respond to many possible objections. Does originalism perpetuate the dead hand of the past? How can originalism be justiﬁed, given the exclusion of African
Americans and women from the Constitution and many of its subsequent Amendments? What is originalism's place in interpretation, after two hundred years of non-originalist precedent? A fascinating
counterfactual they pose is this: had the Supreme Court not interpreted the Constitution so freely, perhaps the nation would have resorted to the Article V amendment process more often and with greater
eﬀect. Their book will be an important contribution to the literature on originalism, now the most prominent theory of constitutional interpretation.

ANDREW JACKSON AND THE CONSTITUTION
THE RISE AND FALL OF GENERATIONAL REGIMES
Focuses on key Supreme Court battles during Jackson's tenure--states' rights, the status of Native Americans and slaves, and many others--to demonstrate how the ﬁghts between Jacksonian Democrats
and Federalists, and later Republicans, is simply the inevitable--and cyclical--shift in constitutional interpretation that happens from one generation to the next.
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THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH
THE SUPREME COURT AT THE BAR OF POLITICS
Yale University Press This classic book on the role of the Supreme Court in our democracy traces the history of the Court, assessing the merits of various decisions along the way. Eminent law professor
Alexander Bickel begins with Marbury vs. Madison, which he says gives shaky support to judicial review, and concludes with the school desegregation cases of 1954, which he uses to show the extent and
limits of the Court’s power. In this way he accomplishes his stated purpose: “to have the Supreme Court’s exercise of judicial review better understood and supported and more sagaciously used.” The
book now includes new foreword by Henry Wellington.Reviews of the Earlier Edition:“Dozens of books have examined and debated the court’s role in the American system. Yet there remains great need for
the scholarship and perception, the sound sense and clear view Alexander Bickel brings to the discussion.... Students of the court will ﬁnd much independent and original thinking supported by wide
knowledge. Many judges could read the book with proﬁt.” -Donovan Richardson, Christian Science Monitor“The Yale professor is a law teacher who is not afraid to declare his own strong views of legal
wrongs... One of the rewards of this book is that Professor Bickel skillfully knits in "ations from a host of authorities and, since these are carefully documented, the reader may look them up in their
settings. Among the author’s favorites is the late Thomas Reed Powell of Harvard, whose wit ﬂashes on a good many pages.” -Irving Dillard, Saturday ReviewAlexander M. Bickel was professor of law at
Yale University.

WAR AND PEACE AND WAR
THE RISE AND FALL OF EMPIRES
Penguin In War and Peace and War, Peter Turchin uses his expertise in evolutionary biology to oﬀer a bold new theory about the course of world history. Turchin argues that the key to the formation of an
empire is a society’s capacity for collective action. He demonstrates that high levels of cooperation are found where people have to band together to ﬁght oﬀ a common enemy, and that this kind of
cooperation led to the formation of the Roman and Russian empires, and the United States. But as empires grow, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, conﬂict replaces cooperation, and dissolution
inevitably follows. Eloquently argued and rich with historical examples, War and Peace and War oﬀers a bold new theory about the course of world history with implications for nations today.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW REVIEW: VOLUME 81, NUMBER 3 - SUMMER 2014
Quid Pro Books The third issue of 2014 features three articles from recognized legal scholars, as well as extensive student research. Contents include: Articles: • Following Lower-Court Precedent, by
Aaron-Andrew P. Bruhl • Constitutional Outliers, by Justin Driver • Intellectual Property versus Prizes: Reframing the Debate, by Benjamin N. Roin Review: • The Text, the Whole Text, and Nothing but the
Text, So Help Me God: Un-Writing Amar's Unwritten Constitution, by Michael Stokes Paulsen Comments: • Standing on Ceremony: Can Lead Plaintiﬀs Claim Injury from Securities That They Did Not
Purchase?, by Corey K. Brady • FISA's Fuzzy Line between Domestic and International Terrorism, by Nick Harper • The Perceived Intrusiveness of Searching Electronic Devices at the Border: An Empirical
Study, by Matthew B. Kugler • Comcast Corp v Behrend and Chaos on the Ground, by Alex Parkinson • Maybe Once, Maybe Twice: Using the Rule of Lenity to Determine Whether 18 USC 924(c) Deﬁnes
One Crime or Two, by F. Italia Patti • Let's Be Reasonable: Controlling Self-Help Discovery in False Claims Act Suits, by Stephen M. Payne • A Dispute Over Bona Fide Disputes in Involuntary Bankruptcy
Proceedings, by Steven J. Winkelman The University of Chicago Law Review ﬁrst appeared in 1933, thirty-one years after the Law School oﬀered its ﬁrst classes. Since then the Law Review has continued
to serve as a forum for the expression of ideas of leading professors, judges, and practitioners, as well as students, and as a training ground for University of Chicago Law School students, who serve as its
editors and contribute Comments and other research. Principal articles and essays are authored by accomplished legal and economics scholars. Quality ebook formatting includes active TOC, linked notes,
active URLs in notes, and all the charts, tables, and formulae found in the original print version.

THE BROKEN BRANCH
HOW CONGRESS IS FAILING AMERICA AND HOW TO GET IT BACK ON TRACK
Oxford University Press Two nationally renowned congressional scholars review the evolution of Congress from the early days of the republic to 2006, arguing that extreme partisanship and a disregard
for institutional procedures are responsible for the institution's current state
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